
Go easy on your self.
Let’s face it.  Writing a business plan can 
be frustrating.

But it doesn’t have to be.

Use this complementary express version 
of Venture Superfly’s business plan 
template to make startup planning easier 
and quicker.

EZ-Flow 
Business Plan

express
version

Template

This template will help you:

             think clearly

             get motivated

             persuasively pitch to investors

             reduce writing frustration

             attract business partners

             influence key suppliers

             save money and time

             impress peers 

What this template contains:

a 6-page easy-to-use template

a 1-page version of template

a version that shows examples To boost your startup performance, visit 
VentureSuperfly.com to see a more 
comprehensive planning system -- one 
that helps align your personal background 
with a business idea.

http://venturesuperfly.com
http://venturesuperfly.com
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[business name] is a business that offers [core product/
service] to [main customer benefit] of [target customer].

It solves the real problem of [#1 customer problem].

We expect the business to grow from $ [lower revenue 
#] to $ [higher revenue #] within 5 years because [#1 
most compelling statement of the opportunity].  

We plan to accomplish this by ensuring that [#1 key to 
success], [#2 key to success] and [#3 key to success].

Our team has proven experience in [#1 relevant 
experience], a solid understanding of [#1 relevant 
knowledge] and [another #1 key motivator].

An investor’s return-on-investment could be as high as 
[insert #] percent within 5 years/months.
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What Business Are We In?

We will be in the business of selling [core product/
service] in the [industry] industry.

Our product/service is unique in the way that it [#1 most 
compelling uniqueness].

The scope of our products/services will include 
[product/service A, B, C].

Our primary customers will be [customer].  They are 
best described as [spending power/growth rate/market 
size].

Our product’s/service’s main benefit to our customers 
will be [#1 benefit].

It will solve this customer’s key problem of [#1 real 
problem]. 
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What’s the Opportunity?

This is an attractive customer base because [#1 reason], 
[#2 reason], and [#3 reason].

The industry is attractive because of [#1 reason], [#2 
reason] and [#3 reason].

Our key assumptions about this business have been 
[belief #1], [belief #2] and [belief #3].

To boost our success rate, we tested these 
assumptions, and improved our product/service by [test 
approach #1], [test approach #2] and [approach #3]; 
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How Will We Do It?

Our price(s) will be $ [price or price range]. 

To succeed at our business, we will focus our limited 
resources in the most crucial areas, including [critical 
area #1], [critical area #2] and [critical area #3].  This will 
ensure that we [critical goal #1], [critical goal #2], and 
[critical goal #3].

The top risks in our business will be [risk #1], [risk #2] 
and [risk #3].  We will minimize these risks by [approach 
#1], [approach #2] and [approach #3].

We will make money in this business primarily by 
[business model].  We also plan to make money in 
secondary ways, including/by [additional revenue 
sources].  

Customers will learn about our business by [marketing 
method #1], [marketing method #2] and [marketing 
method #3].

We plan to build customer loyalty by [marketing method 
#4], [marketing method #5] and [marketing method #6].
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Who Will Do It?

We are prepared to succeed in this business because 
of our team’s proven experience in [#1 relevant 
experience], a solid understanding of [#1 relevant 
knowledge/skill] and [another #1 key compelling 
statement].

To fill missing gaps in our experience and skills, we 
have recruited help in the areas of [skill set #1], [skill 
set #2] and [skill set #3].
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What Can an Investor Get Out of It?

As a result of our startup efforts, an investor’s return-on-
investment could be as high as [insert #] percent within 5 
years/months.

For more information, please contact [contact name], 
[title] at [contact email and phone].
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Free trial for 2 weeks. 

Does your business idea “fit” you?

Avoid costly missteps by making sure your business idea complements 
your experience, know-how, passion and values.

Try Venture Superfly’s simple, step-by-step startup planning program at 
http://www.venturesuperfly.com.     

Did you know that most startups fail due to a lack of “fit” between the 
entrepreneur and his or her business idea?

Plus, for those of you that downloaded this template, get 50% off the 
regular price of our 3-step program before your 2-week free trial 
expires, by entering the code “VSFindYourFit50” in the payment 
section.

http://www.venturesuperfly.com
http://www.venturesuperfly.com


How Will We Do It?
Our price(s) will be $ [price or price range]. 

To succeed at our business, we will focus our limited resources in the most crucial areas, including [critical area #1], 
[critical area #2] and [critical area #3].  This will ensure that we [critical goal #1], [critical goal #2], and [critical goal #3].

The top risks in our business will be [risk #1], [risk #2] and [risk #3].  We will minimize/have minimized these risks by 
[approach #1], [approach #2] and [approach #3].

We will make money in this business primarily by [business model].  We also plan to make money in secondary ways, 
including/by [additional revenue sources].  

Customers will learn about our business by [marketing method #1], [marketing method #2] and [marketing method #3].

We plan to build customer loyalty by [marketing method #4], [marketing method #5] and [marketing method #6].

What Business Are We In?
We will be in the business of selling [core product/service] in the [industry] industry.

Our product/service is unique in the way that it [#1 most compelling uniqueness].

The scope of our products/services will include [product/service A, B, C].

Our primary customers will be [customer].  They are best described as [spending power/growth rate/market size].

Our product’s/service’s main benefit to our customers will be [#1 benefit].

It will solve this customer’s key problem of [#1 real problem]. 

What’s the Opportunity?
This is an attractive customer base because [#1 reason], [#2 reason], and [#3 reason].

The industry is attractive because of [#1 reason], [#2 reason], and [#3 reason].

Our key assumptions about this business have been [belief #1], [belief #2] and [belief #3].

To boost our success rate, we tested these assumptions, and improved our product/service by [test approach #1], [test 
approach #2] and [approach #3]; 

Who Will Do It?
We are prepared to succeed in this business because of our team’s proven experience in [#1 relevant experience], a 
solid understanding of [#1 relevant knowledge/skill] and [another #1 key compelling statement].

To fill missing gaps in our experience and skills, we have recruited help in the areas of [skill set #1], [skill set #2] and 
[skill set #3].

What Can an Investor Get Out of It?
As a result of our startup efforts, an investor’s return-on-investment could be as high as [insert #] percent 
within 5 years/months.

For more information, please contact [contact name], [title] at [contact email and phone].
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Beauty Bee, LLC, is a business that offers a mobile salon 
service to make beauty treatments more accessible for 
professional women.  (Think of a “food truck,” but 
offering salon services instead.)

It solves the real problem of women wanting consistent 
salon treatments, but being too busy for them.

We expect the business to grow from $0 to $3 million 
within 5 years because 3 out of 5 salon customers say 
that they would double their salon visits if they had more 
time.  

We plan to accomplish this by ensuring that we have the 
top working talent, a world-class marketing team and 
access to the most influential customers.

Our team has proven experience in managing high-end 
salon services, a solid understanding of recruiting top 
talent and an existing loyal customer base of 200.

An investor’s return-on-investment could be as high as 
400 percent within 5 years.

:30-Second Overview
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What Business Are We In?

We will be in the business of selling mobile salon 
services in the beauty salon industry.  (Think of a “food 
truck,” but offering salon services instead.)

Our service is unique in the way that it travels to where 
our customers are, instead of having them come to us.

The scope of our services will include hair, nails, make-
up, skin care and massage.

Our primary customers will be busy professional 
women.  They can best described as 25-45 years old, 
married-with-children and interested in feeling young.

Our service’s main benefit to our customers will be 
accessibility.

It will solve this customer’s key problem of wanting 
consistent salon treatments, but being too busy to 
access them. 
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What’s the Opportunity?

This is an attractive customer base because of its 
lucrative spending power, its frustration with having 
limited time and its desire to increase monthly salon 
visits.

The industry is attractive because of its 5-year 10% 
growth potential, its resiliency despite macro-economic 
uncertainties and the favorable success rate of similar 
mobile salon services in other markets.

Our key assumptions about this business have been 
that women will trust a truck-based salon service, that 
the city will permit us to offer our service from a truck 
and the cost of operating a truck-based salon will be 
similar to that of a typical retail salon.

To boost our success rate, we tested these 
assumptions, and improved our service by operating a 
salon truck with a rented vehicle for 2-months, talking 
with mobile salon owners in other markets and 
conducting focus groups with existing customers.
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How Will We Do It?

Our prices will be $35 to $345.

To succeed at our business, we will focus our limited 
resources in the most crucial areas, including 
marketing, worker training and financial management.  
This will ensure that we are profitable within 6 months, 
keep a monthly customer base of 425, and maintain a 
$50 spending average per customer.

The top risks in our business will be not getting enough 
weekly customers and city regulators not permitting our 
access to key geographical areas.  We will minimize 
these risks by effectively managing our marketing effort 
and by working closely with city regulators.

We will make money in this business primarily by selling 
salon services.  We also plan to make money in 
secondary ways, by selling vendor co-op advertising on 
the side of our truck.  

Customers will learn about our business by social 
media, side-of-truck advertising, public-relations 
campaigns and local event participation.

We plan to build customer loyalty by offering loyalty 
cards and providing ongoing service clinics to our staff.
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Who Will Do It?

We are prepared to succeed in this business because 
of our team’s proven experience in managing high-end 
salon services, a solid understanding of recruiting top 
talent and an existing loyal customer base of 200.

To fill missing gaps in our experience and skills, we 
have recruited help in the areas of social media 
marketing, truck maintenance and salon emerging 
regulation expertise.
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What Can an Investor Get Out of It?

As a result of our startup efforts, an investor’s return-on-
investment could be as high as 400 percent within 5 
years.

For more information, please contact Jill Smith, President 
of Beauty Bee, LLC, at jill@beautybeellc.com.
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Free trial for 2 weeks. 

Does your business idea “fit” you?

Avoid costly missteps by making sure your business idea complements 
your experience, know-how, passion and values.

Try Venture Superfly’s simple, step-by-step startup planning program at 
http://www.venturesuperfly.com.     

Did you know that most startups fail due to a lack of “fit” between the 
entrepreneur and his or her business idea?

Plus, for those of you that downloaded this template, get 50% off the 
regular price of our 3-step program before your 2-week free trial 
expires, by entering the code “VSFindYourFit50” in the payment 
section.

mailto:jill@beautybeellc.com
mailto:jill@beautybeellc.com
http://www.venturesuperfly.com
http://www.venturesuperfly.com

